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Abstract

 

Upon thymus entry, thymic-homing progenitors undergo distinct phases of differentiation as
they migrate through the cortex to the capsule, suggesting that the signals that induce these
differentiation steps may be stratified in corresponding cortical regions. To better define these
regions, we transplanted purified stem cells into nonirradiated congenic recipients and followed
their differentiation with respect to both tissue location and time. The earliest progenitors
(DN1) remained confined to a very narrow region of the cortex for about the first 10 d of
intrathymic residence; this region virtually overlaps the sites of thymic entry, suggesting that
DN1 cells move very little during this lengthy period of proliferation and lineage commitment.
Movement out of this region into the deeper cortex is asynchronous, and corresponds to the
appearance of DN2 cells. Differentiation to the DN3 stage correlates with movement across
the midpoint of the cortex, indicating that stromal signals that induce functions such as TCR
gene rearrangement reside mainly in the outer half of the cortex. The minimum time to reach
the capsule, and thus transit to the DP stage, is 

 

�

 

13 d, with the average time a few days longer.
These findings reveal for the first time the kinetics of steady-state progenitor differentiation in
the thymus, as well as defining the boundaries of cortical regions that support different phases
of the differentiation process. We also show that the first lineage-positive progeny of transplanted
stem cells to appear in the thymus are dendritic cells in the medulla, suggesting that each new
wave of new T cell production is preceded by a wave of regulatory cells that home to the
medulla and ensure efficient tolerance and selection.

Key words: thymus • migration • homing • bone marrow • growth and development

 

Introduction

 

Like all hematopoietic lineages, new T cells must be
produced throughout life. Unlike other hematopoietic
lineages, however, the stem cells for T cell production
do not reside where they differentiate (in the thymus),
but rather originate in bone marrow (BM) and home to
the thymus via the blood. Although there are undoubt-
edly BM cells that preferentially generate lymphocytes
(1), it is also clear that many early intrathymic progeni-
tors exhibit non-T lineage potential (2–7). For these
cells, T lineage commitment, together with a million-
fold expansion in progenitor cell numbers, occurs only
after exposure to thymus-derived signals. Remarkably,
very few of these signals have been identified to date (for
review see reference 8).

New progenitors that are home to the thymus arrive in
the perimedullary cortex, followed by migration outward
to the capsule (9–13). Previous findings from our laboratory
(14) showed that various stages of differentiation correlate
with movement through regions of the cortex and into the
subcapsular zone. This, in turn, suggests that the signals that
induce progression through these stages may be stratified in
corresponding tissue regions. Defining the relative boundaries
of these regions would greatly facilitate identification of the
signals that are unique to each. To accomplish this, we
transplanted BM stem cells intravenously into nonirradiated
congenic recipients and compared their tissue location at
defined intervals to their developmental stage. With this
approach, the cortical location of donor cells when any
given stage of development first appears reveals the boundary
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Abbreviation used in this paper:

 

 HSC, hematopoietic stem cell.
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of the corresponding stromal microenvironment. Overall,
we find that cells spend an extensive period (

 

�

 

15–16 d) at
the CD4

 

�

 

8

 

�

 

 (double negative, DN) stage of development.
Approximately 9–10 d of this is spent at the earliest DN1
stage (CD44

 

�

 

25

 

�

 

) in a very restricted region near the sites
of thymic entry. Differentiation to the DN2 stage
(CD44

 

�

 

25

 

�

 

) coincides with movement out of this region
into the deep cortex, whereas differentiation into the DN3
(CD44

 

lo

 

25

 

�

 

) stage, about 2 d later, correlates with crossing
into midcortical regions. The minimum time to fully
traverse the cortex, and differentiate to the CD4

 

�

 

8

 

�

 

 stage,
is at least 13 d, although the average time is 

 

�

 

15 d. In addi-
tion to more precise mapping of differentiative microenvi-
ronments in the cortex, our studies reveal for the first time
the kinetics of T cell differentiation in the steady-state. We
also describe the somewhat unexpected finding that the
first donor-derived lineage to appear in the thymus after
HSC transplantation are dendritic cells (DCs) residing in
the medulla.

 

Materials and Methods

 

Purification and Transplantation of BM Progenitors.

 

Unless indi-
cated, antibodies were produced and conjugated at Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC). Marrow was har-
vested from 4–6-wk-old C57BL/6 mice (animal studies were
IACUC approved), and cells were treated with a cocktail of lin-
eage markers (clone names in parentheses): CD3 (KT3), CD4
(GK-1.5), CD8 (53–6.7), B220 (RA3–3A1/6.1), Mac-1 (M1/70),
Gr-1 (RB6–8C5), CD19 (1D3), and erythroid (TER-119). Initial
depletion was performed using anti–Ig-coated paramagnetic
beads (Dynal). Cells were then stained with PE/Texas red–conju-
gated anti-Ig (Caltag), Alexa 488–conjugated anti–IL-7R (SB-199),
PE-conjugated anti–Sca-1 (BD Biosciences), and biotin-conju-
gated anti–c-kit (ACK-2), followed by Alexa 660 streptavidin
(Molecular Probes). HSC were defined as lin

 

�

 

 IL-7R

 

�

 

 c-kit

 

�

 

Sca-1

 

�

 

. Sorted cells (generally 3–5 

 

�

 

 10

 

5

 

 at 

 

�

 

98% purity) were
injected intravenously into 4.5-wk-old CD45.1

 

�

 

 mice in 100 

 

�

 

l
of PBS.

 

Analysis of Chimeric Thymuses by Flow Cytometry.

 

At the
times indicated, mice were euthanized and their thymuses re-
moved. Using carefully timed recipients (15) and high donor cell
doses (see above), chimerism was present in 100% of recipients.
Chimerism ranged from 

 

�

 

0.1% early after transplant (e.g., day 7)
up to as much as 11% at the peak of CD4

 

�

 

8

 

�

 

 differentiation in
some animals; overall, peak levels of chimerism (i.e., at the
CD4

 

�

 

8

 

�

 

 stage) were generally 1–2%. Thymocyte suspensions
were stained with purified anti-CD45.1 (recipient, clone 104-2)
followed by rat anti–mouse Ig (Jackson ImmunoResearch Labo-
ratories). Donor cells were then enriched using anti–rat Ig-coated
paramagnetic beads. This was followed by staining with lineage
cocktail (preceding section), then with Alexa 660–conjugated
anti–rat Ig. After blocking excess sites with nonimmune rat Ig,
cells were stained with Alexa 488–conjugated anti-CD44, PE-
conjugated anti-CD25 (BD Biosciences), and Alexa 633–conju-
gated anti-CD45.2 (donor, clone A20). Cells of interest were
identified as CD45.1

 

�

 

 lin

 

�

 

 CD45.2

 

�

 

. Analysis was performed on
an LSR cytometer (BD Biosciences) with modifications as de-
scribed (16), using DAPI (0.1 

 

�

 

g/ml) as a viability dye (16).

 

Analysis of Chimeric Thymuses by Microscopy.

 

At the times
shown, mice were killed and their thymuses frozen in OCT

(Fisher Scientific). Cryosections (10 

 

�

 

m) were prepared as de-
scribed previously (14). Antibodies were Alexa 594–conjugated
anti-CD45.2 (donor, clone A20), FITC-conjugated antipancy-
tokeratin (clone C11, Sigma-Aldrich), or biotin-conjugated
CD11c (BD Biosciences) followed by Alexa 488 streptavidin.
Single-color images were acquired using an Olympus BX-51 flu-
orescent microscope and a Retiga EX-1350 monochrome camera
(Qimaging). Subtraction of CD11c from CD45.2 (Fig. 4) was
performed using the image subtraction function in IP Lab (Scana-
lytics). For regional quantitation, average-sized cortical regions
(0.4–0.6-mm depth) were divided into four equal quartiles, and
the number of cells in each region was counted. Sufficient fields
were counted until 

 

�

 

100 total donor cells were observed.

 

Results and Discussion

 

Kinetics of Steady-state Differentiation in the Nonirradiated
Thymus.

 

To further define the location of microenviron-
ments that signal various stages of the differentiation pro-
cess, we first sought to define as precisely as possible the
boundaries of each cortical region. We reasoned that by
comparing cell differentiation to intrathymic localization,
the boundaries of such regions could be mapped. For in-
stance, the leading edge of progenitor distribution in the
cortex when cells at a given stage of development first ap-
pear reveals the border of the signaling region that supports
the corresponding differentiation step. Sequential analyses
would thus progressively map the boundaries of all such
cortical regions. These measurements required not only
concurrent analysis of differentiation and localization, but
require them to be performed in the steady-state. Unfortu-
nately, most classical assessments of differentiation kinetics

Figure 1. Kinetics of progenitor differentiation in the steady-state
thymus. Progenitor cells were purified and injected into nonirradiated
CD45-congenic recipients. At various intervals, recipient mice were killed
and the developmental stage of intrathymic progeny derived from trans-
planted cells was determined. Differentiation through stages of develop-
ment that correlate with outward migration through the cortex (i.e.,
CD4�8� cells) is shown. Days 7, 8, and 19 represent single experiments; in
all other cases data points represent mean � SE for two or more recipients.
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have been performed in irradiated mice (for review see ref-
erence 17), because irradiation (and other methods of cy-
toreduction) enhance thymic chimerism. However, recent
studies have shown that recruitment of blood progenitors
by the thymus is periodic rather than continuous, and that
transplantation during responsive periods leads to efficient
engraftment in nonirradiated hosts (15). We exploited this
to assess the kinetics of differentiation in nonirradiated
mice, as shown in Fig. 1. HSCs were used as donor cells
because they can be isolated in appreciable numbers and
have significant expansion potential, although BM-derived
lymphoid progenitors (1) have also been used in a limited
number of experiments (unpublished data) with very simi-
lar kinetic results.

Several details of this kinetic analysis are noteworthy. First,
thymus-homing progenitors spend a significant period, 

 

�

 

9–
11 d, at the DN1 stage. The length of this interval does not
appear to be significantly influenced by HSC homing first to
the marrow, then to the thymus, for several reasons. First, al-

though a few transplanted HSCs clearly seed the marrow
(Table I), there is larger wave of transient reconstitution that
precedes this. Second, in limited experiments where BM-
derived lymphoid progenitors were used, the kinetics of dif-
ferentiation are not more than 1–2 d faster than that ob-
served with HSC (not depicted), a difference that is probably
accounted for by the more differentiated status of such cells.
Third, while it is possible that this 9–10-d period may also
include a continuous input of new progenitors from the
blood, we can find no circulating donor cells as little as 24 h
after transplant (not depicted), suggesting that this is not
likely to be a major factor at the time points analyzed in Fig.
1. Finally, it is important to note that this 9–10-d interval is
remarkably consistent with that predicted by studies using ir-
radiated mice (for review see reference 17).

After this 9–10-d period, DN2 cells begin to appear, and
their numbers peak at about day 12–13. DN3 cells begin to
accumulate at about day 11, and peak at around day 15.
Together, these data indicate that the average lifespan for
DN2 and DN3 cells is 

 

�

 

2 and 4 d, respectively. The onset
of DP differentiation (preDP, CD4

 

lo

 

8

 

lo

 

25

 

�

 

44

 

lo

 

) first occurs
at around day 15. Thus, the overall period for migration
across the cortex and transit through the DN stages is

 

�

 

15 d. Again, the kinetics of this steady-state differentia-
tion process appears to be just slightly longer than predicted
by others using irradiated mice (17). The peak of DP cell
differentiation occurs at around 19 d after transplant (Table
I, and unpublished data), with SP cells accumulating pro-
gressively thereafter.

 

Kinetic Analysis of Progenitor Localization Reveals Boundaries
of Regions that Signal Progressive Stages of Differentiation.

 

As
described above, our goal was to use cell location at key
developmental transitions to reveal the boundaries of cor-
responding stromal microenvironments. We chose 9, 11,
13, and 15 d after transplant because these span the interval
between the appearance of DN2 cells (i.e., the first in-
trathymic transition) and the first appearance of DP cells
(correlating with the end of outward migration, see refer-

 

Table I.

 

Long Term Analysis of HSC Transplants Reveals
a Wave of Thymic Seeding Followed by Low Level,
Steady-state Chimerism

 

Percentage of donor cells

 

a

 

 appearing as:

Days posttransplant DN DP SP

 

b

 

20 10 68 22
24 6 48 48
30 5 43 52
60 1 88 11

 

a

 

Percentages were calculated by gating on donor cells, then gating on
the various developmental stages based on CD4 and CD8 staining.

 

b

 

SP cells represent pooled values for both CD4

 

�

 

8

 

�

 

 and CD4

 

�

 

8

 

�

 

populations.

Figure 2. Intrathymic localization of T cell progenitors at critical transitions during the early lymphopoietic process. To determine the relative tissue range
for each stage of T progenitor differentiation, the progeny of transplanted cells (CD45.2, red) were localized at time points corresponding to key develop-
mental transitions, as defined by the data in Fig. 1. Pan-cytokeratin staining (green) and nuclear counterstain (DAPI, blue) were included to distinguish the
boundaries of cortical and medullary regions. Quantitation of numerous such experiments is presented in Fig. 3. All panels are 200� original magnification.
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ence 14). The images in Fig. 2 show typical microscopy re-
sults, whereas in Fig. 3, quantitation of donor progeny in
numerous such images is shown. Cells remain in the imme-
diate perimedullary cortex for 

 

�

 

11 d after transplant, dur-
ing which time they are almost exclusively DN1 (Fig. 1).
Although cortical regions were divided into quartiles for
simplicity, examination of many fields, including those
shown in Fig. 2, suggests that this is a very narrow region,
perhaps 10–20 cell diameters around the medulla. This sug-
gests that not only is the DN1 stage quite long, but that
these cells are nearly immobile and remain confined to tis-
sue regions very near the sites of thymus entry. Movement
into the second quartile is minimal at day 9, but increases
by day 11 and peaks around day 13. By day 11, however,
significant numbers of DN3 cells have begun to appear
(Fig. 1), and donor progeny are now present in the third
quartile. Together, these findings indicate that DN2 cells
span the region from the immediate perimedullary cortex
(where DN1 cells reside) through the second quartile,
while the outer half of the cortex defines the inductive mi-
croenvironment for DN3 differentiation. Movement into
the fourth quartile begins at about day 13, yet early DP
cells do not appear in appreciable numbers until a day or
two later (Fig. 1), suggesting that not only must cells mi-
grate into the subcapsular zone to differentiate to the DP
stage (14), but that they may actually be required to make
contact with the epithelial layer that constitutes the inner
capsular lining.

Consistent with the kinetics of differentiation measured
by surface phenotype (Fig. 1), the time required for new
thymus-homing progenitors to reach the capsule and dif-
ferentiate into DP cells is 

 

�

 

15 d. However, if one excludes
the lengthy period spent as DN1 cells near the sites of en-
try, the transcortical migration time appears to be 

 

�

 

4–6 d.
Given that the average cortical depth is some 600–800 

 

�

 

m,
migration along the cortical stromal matrix (18) appears to
be very slow. This may reflect modulation between high
and low states of integrin affinity, during which cells can
pause to differentiate or proliferate, followed by periods of

migration. Alternatively, this may be a consequence of the
overwhelming force of DP cells moving inward from the
capsule toward the medulla (19). Note that at all time
points, some donor progeny were found in the medulla
even though no mature lymphoid cells were found (Fig. 2,
and additional unpublished data); the nature of these cells is
discussed later in this manuscript.

 

Homing of Transplanted HSC Occurs Mainly in a Transient
Wave, Followed by Low-level Steady-state Reconstitution Result-
ing from Stable Marrow Chimerism.

 

It is possible to argue
that the absolute time required from transplantation until
the appearance of any individual population could be influ-
enced by homing of HSC first to the marrow and then to
the thymus. Multiple lines of evidence suggest that this is
not the case. First, it is worth noting that HSC do have the
potential to generate T cells in the thymus (20), and can
also home directly to the thymus (21, 22). Since HSC were
administered in high numbers (see Materials and Methods),
and were timed to coincide with peak thymic responsive-
ness (15), it is thus likely that at least some would home di-
rectly to the thymus. Second, limited long term analysis
(Table I) suggests that most donor cells before day 20 rep-
resent an asynchronous wave resulting from direct thymus
homing. For instance, after the peak of DP development
(about day 19), the relative proportion of DP cells pro-
gressively diminishes, while the ratio of SP cells increases
disproportionately, consistent with the end of a nonself
renewing wave. At much later times, conventional pro-
portions of DN, DP, and SP cell numbers are established,
albeit at very low levels of chimerism (

 

�

 

1% donor cells,
compared with 2–11% at the peak of the short-term wave),
consistent with steady-state chimerism resulting from HSC
that engraft the marrow. Low level BM chimerism is to be
expected even in nonirradiated mice (23). Finally, as
mentioned earlier, transplantation of lymphoid progenitors
(c-kit

 

lo

 

 Sca-1

 

lo

 

 IL-7R

 

�

 

 lin

 

�

 

, see reference 1) resulted in
only marginally accelerated kinetics of differentiation, and
there is no evidence that these would have a preference for
marrow.

Figure 3. Quantitative assessment of kinetics of movement between signaling regions in the cortex. The cortex was divided equally into quartiles, with
1 being nearest to the medulla and 4 nearest the capsule. The number of stem cell-derived progeny in each quartile of transverse sections (see Fig. 2) was
determined at various intervals; sufficient fields were analyzed until at least 100 donor cells were counted.
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The First Lineage-positive Progeny of Transplanted HSC
Found in the Thymus are Medullary Dendritic Cells.

 

In all
experiments, donor cells were seen in the medulla even
though no mature T cells were present (see Figs. 1 and 2).
These cells did not display lymphoid morphology, but were
reminiscent of macrophages or DCs. To further characterize
them, sections of chimeric thymus were stained for CD11b or
CD11c expression. Few, if any, of medullary donor cells ex-
pressed CD11b (not depicted), suggesting that they were not
primarily macrophages. However, virtually all such cells did
express CD11c (Fig. 4). It has been suggested by others that a
coordinately derived wave of DCs may be required in order
to properly screen the progeny of each new wave of T cell
production (7, 24). We cannot unequivocally determine
whether these DCs differentiated extrathymically and then
homed to the thymus, or whether they differentiated in the
thymus from a common progenitor, although it is noteworthy
that a common progenitor of DCs and T cells has been identi-
fied (2, 7, 24). Further, the proportion of donor-derived DCs
is much higher than the proportion of marrow chimerism
found in our nonirradiated chimeras (Table I, and unpublished
data), suggesting that they probably arise intrathymically from
the synchronous wave that engrafts during peak periods of
thymic responsiveness. The presence of these cells in the thy-
mus after HSC transplants has implications for selection, toler-
ance, and graft rejection that extend substantially beyond the
scope of the present study. However, our data raise the addi-

tional interesting question of whether intrathymic progenitors
commit to these lineages before homing the cortex or me-
dulla, respectively, or whether they are induced to become T
or DC lineage cells as a consequence of being drawn into the
cortex versus the medulla.

In conclusion, our data show that in the steady-state, dif-
ferentiation of thymic-homing progenitors to the DP stage,
and corresponding migration across the cortex, requires at
least 15 d for completion. Much of this time is associated
with the development of DN1 cells, which occurs in a very
restricted region adjacent to the medulla. Since extensive
proliferation and much of T lineage commitment occurs
during the DN1 stage (for review see reference 25), identi-
fication of stromal signals present in this narrow region is
likely to be of major importance. It is also worth noting
that even as cells are released into the deeper cortex, a size-
able proportion remains near the sites of entry, even after

 

�

 

2 wk (Figs. 2 and 3). This suggests that individual waves
of thymic homing progenitors do not differentiate synchro-
nously, but rather that release of cells from the DN1 stage is
asynchronous. This may explain why thymic seeding can
occur in waves (15) while new T cell production is contin-
uous, since asynchronous release from the DN1 compart-
ment could maintain production of all later stages indepen-
dent of the rate of thymic import. Our data also suggest
that two other important signaling regions are defined by
the outer half of the cortex, and the inner layer of the cap-

Figure 4. Donor-derived den-
dritic cells appear in the thymic
medulla long before mature T
cells. (a) The location of donor-
derived progeny (CD45.2, red) at
day 15 of differentiation; the
dashed white line indicates the
junction of cortical and medullary
compartments. Note that donor-
derived cells in the medulla are
not lymphoid in morphology. In
panel b, costaining with a den-
dritic cell marker (CD11c) is
shown in green. Panels c and
d show CD45.2 (donor) and
CD11c (dendritic) stains sepa-
rately; note that CD11c staining is
largely absent from the cortex,
but present on cells with dendritic
morphology in the medulla. Panel
e shows the same image as panel
a, but with the CD11c staining
subtracted from the CD45 stain-
ing; all donor-derived medullary
cells disappear, revealing that such
donor-derived medullary cells are
of the dendritic lineage. Panel f
shows a higher magnification
view of CD45 X CD11c staining.
Sections were costained with
DAPI (blue). Original magnifica-
tions: a–e, 200�; f, 400�.
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sule, since these correlate with the irreversible induction of
T lineage commitment and differentiation to the DP stage,
respectively. Identification of the unique signals, or unique
combinations of signals, that constitute these microenvi-
ronments will be critical for further understanding the thy-
mic factors that induce and support T lymphocyte produc-
tion postnatally and throughout life.
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